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Abstract. Three investigative realms with widely divergent methodologies arrive at uncannily similar conclusions about the vital role of positive affective phenomena in optimal adaptation, resilience, affect regulation, cardiac health, and subjective well-being: (a) research on resilience and human flourishing; (b) Indo-Tibetan practices and the emergent yogic sciences; and (c) the practice of AEDP (Accelerated Experiential Dynamic Psychotherapy), a healing-oriented, transformation-based model of psychotherapy. AEDP has explored the vital role of positive emotions in the process of change in general, and, more specifically, in therapeutic work with painful and overwhelming emotional experience, and has identified and described a phenomenology of positive affective experiences, including the healing affects, and core state, which signal the operation of healing transformational processes. This chapter focuses on how, in the course of one therapeutic hour --through the moment-to-moment tracking of bodily rooted experience and dyadic affect regulation in the context of a relationship in which the individual feels safe and known-- the processing of suffering, i.e., stress-based, traumatizing, painful emotional experiences naturally culminates in flourishing, i.e., deeply positive experiences of aliveness, hope, faith, clarity, agency, simplicity, compassion, joy, and truth. Key to this is the focus on and experiential processing of the experience of healing transformation. Thus, there unfolds a series of cascading transformations, with each transition somatically marked by positive transformational affects, until we arrive at core state, a state characterized by the positive affective phenomena that underlie some of our highest strivings and deepest joys.
Introduction

Three investigative realms with widely divergent methodologies -- (i) research on resilience and flourishing;\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) (ii) Indo-Tibetan practices and the emergent yogic sciences;\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^7\) and (iii) the practice of Accelerated Experiential Dynamic Psychotherapy (AEDP),\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^14\) -- have identified uncannily similar positive affective phenomena as both characteristic of and leading to the positive outcomes that are the aim of their respective practices. Upon reflection, the convergence found in realms that evolved independent of one another is less uncanny, for, in fact, the positive affective phenomena under consideration are not the epiphenomena of a particular practice. They are qualities of mind that are wired within us, intrinsic properties of the organism, associated with healing and well being. Spontaneously in the right conditions, and/or with attention, focus, and cultivation, these positive affective phenomena emerge: when they do, their power to effect beneficial transformations is thus entrained.

Moreover, as Bill Bushell, one of the editors of this volume, knowingly said in an initial conversation, we don't want to be too quick to get rid of the felt sense of the uncanny: such (positive affective) gut level experiences generate the excitement and joy that fuel explorations to the less traveled regions which might not otherwise be undertaken.

I. Phenomenology at the Nexus

At the nexus of science and optimization practices (e.g., meditative contemplative practices, experiential therapies) we find phenomena, positive affective experiences. These phenomena are our way into, in one direction, (i) mechanisms of healing change,
be they at the level of gene, molecule, cell, organ, system, body, brain, function, experience, self, dyad, group, or culture; and, in the other direction, (ii) striven for cascading changes, contributing to longevity, plasticity, resilience, and well-being.

"...[A]ny rigorous attempt to link western research with Asian practices that may advance basic science or clinical application requires a more or less coherent translation between widely divergent cultural paradigms of valid knowledge and method" (p. 4).15 Descriptive phenomenology provides that coherent translation. The phenomenological realm of the positive affects and positive affective states is the common ground shared by western science and Asian practices alike, and also by western therapeutic methods, such as AEDP and hypnosis, and Asian practices. In addition, through the unlikely mediation of Asian practices, the bidirectional dialogue between western scientists, especially affective neuroscientists, and western clinical practitioners, especially experiential ones, has also been enhanced.16 The language of phenomena facilitates communication and translation between seemingly divergent but de facto overlapping domains.

II. The Role of Positive Emotions in the Transformation of Human Suffering

Positive affective interactions and the positive affects they evoke are foundational to health, mental health, longevity and well being throughout lifespan.2, 17–25 Fredrickson’s1, 2 broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions holds that positive emotions widen the scope of attention, broaden behavioral repertoires, and alter people’s bodies in a positive direction as they are associated with increased immune function, cardiovascular benefits, lower cortisol, and reduced risk of stroke. Furthermore, they “widen the array of thoughts and actions called forth (e.g., play, explore), facilitating
generativity and behavioral flexibility …[and] broaden [thought action]
repertoires….Broadened mindsets carry indirect and long-term adaptive value because
broadening builds enduring personal resources, like social connections, coping strategies
and environmental knowledge” (p. 679). The positive affects also organismic sources of
vitality and energy, which in addition to feeling good, i.e., engendering subjective well
being, itself a powerful contributor to health and longevity, motivate and fuel
explorations and other expanding, growth-fostering endeavors.\textsuperscript{12}

Fredrickson's research focuses on the constituents of resilience and the
comparative responses to stress of resilient and non-resilient individuals. Resilience in the
face of stress involves a capacity to maintain positive affects and to recover quickly from
negative affects without relying on denial, which echoes what security engendering
mothers promote in their children,\textsuperscript{22} and what yogic contemplative practices achieve.\textsuperscript{5, 7, 8}
Such resilience, the positive affects that are intrinsic to it, and the cascading
transformational processes they engender correlates highly with cardiac health, longevity,
happier marriages, fewer colds, and just about everything good that you can think of.\textsuperscript{2, 3, 17}
The positive affective phenomena are motivators of healthy behavior,\textsuperscript{26} and they
themselves have neurochemical and physiological correlates associated with health and
optimal development.\textsuperscript{22} Furthermore and noteworthy, the health-fostering power of
positive affect is potentiated by myriad types of positive dyadic interactions between
individuals in relationship: coordinated dyadic interactions themselves are powerful self-
and dyad-expanding transformational processes.\textsuperscript{25, 27–29} Thus, positive affects are (1)
causative of, (2) correlates of, and (3) the result of health enhancing practices.
Transformational processes at either end of the continuum are by their very nature recursive processes,\textsuperscript{12,29-32} where more begets more. At one end we find \textit{languishing},\textsuperscript{2} patterns of declining function as the result of maladaptive responses to environmental challenges, resulting in chronic anxiety, high stress reactivity, depression, etc. These in turn have been linked with decreased neurogenesis, low resilience, compromised immune function, impoverished cognition, impaired memory, and restricted social networks. Such patterns are not just the \textit{effects} of chronic stress, trauma, depression etc but are also "\textit{causative} factors in the stabilization and reinforcement of stress-reactive maladaptation.... [they are] the cognitive, affective and behavioral forms of \textit{allostatic ... drag}" (p. 5; emphasis added).\textsuperscript{15} Recursive processes of allostatic drag\textsuperscript{31} lead to further languishing, impoverished modes of automatic information processing, decreased attention and learning,\textsuperscript{15} and progressive restriction of adaptive activities,\textsuperscript{12} with concomitant progressive deterioration in memory, mental functioning, and immune and cardiac health.\textsuperscript{31} At the other end, we are in the realm of \textit{flourishing},\textsuperscript{2} thriving, and enhanced functioning in the face of environmental challenges: resilience,\textsuperscript{3} affect regulation, adaptive functioning, creativity, increased neurogenesis, and well-being. They are "linked with enlarged working memory, enhanced cognitive association, positive affect and behavioral spontaneity and creativity..... Since such patterns are not just the \textit{effect} [of enrichment and resilience] but also \textit{causative} factors in stabilizing and reinforcing optimal adaptation, ... [they are] the cognitive affective and behavioral forms of \textit{allostatic ... lift}" (p. 6; emphases added).\textsuperscript{15} And of course, recursive processes of allostatic lift lead to further flourishing, further neurogenesis, better stress- and affect regulation, and enhanced functioning.\textsuperscript{2,3,31} In mapping optimization practices, Loizzo\textsuperscript{15}
distinguishes between practices that aim to reduce allostatic drag ("fixing what is broken" models) and practices that seek to promote allostatic lift ("non-finite maximizing of what is right" models). The practice of AEDP describes an arc that starts with needing to deal with recursive processes of allostatic drag and ends with entraining recursive processes of allostatic lift all within the space of one session of psychotherapy, and then throughout the treatment.

Like Tibetan psychology, AEDP aims for the cultivation of positive states of mind.33 But in AEDP their cultivation occurs as a result of processing to completion the emotions associated with the suffering that brings patients to seek psychotherapeutic help. Its therapeutic process, which I will summarize below, allows us to transcend the dichotomy between the trauma /stress /mental deterioration /languishing end of the continuum where allostatic drag dynamics operate and the growth /plasticity /enhancement /optimization /flourishing end of the continuum where allostatic lift processes operate: the two ends of the continuum are organically linked through the experiential process in the context of a dyad where the patient feels safe and known. Key to AEDP's ability to do so is the discovery that the focus on and experiential exploration of the experience of transformation itself constitutes a transformational process. Like other experiential therapies, AEDP achieves therapeutic results through the processing of intense painful emotions to their adaptive conclusion. However, AEDP further enhances and optimizes its therapeutic results by also experientially processing the individual's experience of transformation, thus unleashing a non-finite transformational spiral fueled by positive affects.12–14

III. AEDP
Healing is a biologically wired in process with its own phenomenology and dynamics, fundamentally different and separate from the process involved in repairing psychopathology. In AEDP, healing is not just the sought after outcome of successful therapy; we view it as a multi-component process, there to be activated from the first moments of the first encounter, as demonstrated in a published DVD of an initial session. Aiming to lead with a corrective emotional experience, we seek to facilitate conditions conducive to engaging the healing strivings always present in people as dispositional tendencies. How we meet the patient, from the first encounter on, will constitute the features of sensitivity to initial conditions, and will influence whether transformance (the motivational aspect of allostatic lift processes), or resistance (the motivational aspect of allostatic drag processes) strivings will be in ascendance.

High stress in general and trauma more specifically compromise the individual's capacity for affect regulation. AEDP conceptualizes aloneness in the face of overwhelming emotion as the central factor in affect regulatory psychopathology and undoing emotional aloneness through dyadic affect regulation as central to its healing. Through the dyadic regulation of physiological arousal and emotional experience, the individual is able to process the intense emotions which before had proved so disturbing as to require dissociative or other defense (i.e., protective) strategies: keeping physiological arousal at an optimal level (neither too high where it leads to flashbacks and disorganization, nor too low where it leads to numbing and deadening), the processing of core adaptive emotions to completion culminates in the release of adaptive action tendencies and the accessing of psychic resources and resilience. Thus individuals are able to benefit from the adaptive advantages core adaptive emotions, when regulated,
confer upon the organism. Once that is accomplished, patients are helped to adapt to the new status quo through the *metatherapeutic processing of transformational experience* (see below). With dyadic affect regulation continuing to operate in the background, the application of metatherapeutic processing facilitates the emergence of remarkable capacities and generates the highly positive affective states that are similar to those generated by contemplative practices, and underlie the health and longevity benefits amply documented in other papers in this volume. However, to my knowledge, of all the practices (e.g., diet, meditation, yoga, exercise, hypnosis, mindfullness based stress reduction, visualization) detailed in this volume, AEDP is the only one which, in addition to other transformational processes, recruits the transformational power of dyadic relational processes.10, 29

Key to AEDP's methods of enriching plasticity and learning is the generation of the positive affective phenomena that underlie optimizing capacities. AEDP's healing oriented focus and interest in evolving a metatherapeutics based on a theory of change, rather than a theory of psychopathology,9 and *a fortiori* its focus on transformation not only as a goal but as an experience to be systematically explored, has led to the discovery that the affective phenomena that accompany the transformational process are invariably positive. By positive, I do not mean necessarily happy, but rather affective experiences which, even when painful, feel "right" and "true" to the individual having them. We have identified several classes of positive affective phenomena, which are causative of, markers of, and the effect of change for the better: they are the positive somatic/affective markers, the vitality affects, the transformational affects, and core state.
The *vitality affects*,36 "spontaneous physiological rhythms that are manifest in arousal fluctuations, which are in turn expressed in fluctuating psychobiological affective states" (p. 21)21 accompany processes that eventuate in allostatic lift and cascading positive change. These vitality affects have *positive somatic/affective markers* (deep sighs, fleeting smiles, head nods, sideways head tilts) which are present at all stages of emotional processing. The positive somatic/affective markers operate moment-to-moment, signaling that the transformational process is on track, while bigger transformational junctures are marked by the vitality affects, which suffuse the organism with vitality and energy. Both the vitality affects and the positive somatic/affective markers are the result of organismic recognition processes,12 probably mediated by the subcortical-cortical midline networks involved in what Panksepp calls *self-related processing*,20,37 i.e., the primitive viscero-somatic coordinates concentrated in central midbrain regions such as the periaqueductal gray and ramifying through the core of the higher brainstem to medial cingulate/frontal regions. The transformational affects and core state which emerge when the experience of transformation is experientially explored and processed will be described below.

"The sequence of changes that occur in states of consciousness is predictable, describable, and measurable" (p. 377).38 The emotion-based transformational process that characterizes the therapeutic action of AEDP has four states and three state transformations (see Figure 1).

*State One: Transforming stress, distress, and symptoms.* State One work involves working with the symptoms, stress and distress that the patient comes in with. The aim is to reduce the impact of defenses and alleviate the alternately inhibitory or dysregulating
impact of affects such as shame, anxiety, so as to help the individual have access to somatically rooted core affective experiences. It is here that the reversal from allostatic drag to allostatic lift processes begins. Defense mechanisms, inhibitory and/or dysregulating affects drain energy and motivate constriction and withdrawal. In State 1, the motivational and energetic flow of wired in affective change processes begins to be reversed, and the latter can now be processed so that their adaptive benefits can be restored. Here, dyadic affect regulation is achieved through right-brain-to-right-brain communication: Through eye contact, tone of voice, gaze, tone, rhythm etc., and the use of simple, evocative, sensory-laden, imagistic language, we seek to entrain (and facilitate nontraumatic access to) right-brain-mediated, somatically rooted emotional experience. The transition from blocked access to core affective experience being awakened constitutes the first state transformation and is marked by the heralding affects, transitional affects, and green signal affects (see 12 for definitions).

State Two: Processing emotion based experience. State Two work exemplifies the kind of experiential processing work that is the mainstay of all experiential therapies. It is crucial in AEDP but constitutes only the first half of its transformational process. State Two dyadic affect regulation has patient and therapist working together to help the patient access, deepen, regulate, and work through subcortically initiated and right-brain-mediated emotional experiences, so that the seeds of healing contained in such experiences can be released. The completion of a round of processing of core affective experience is marked the release of the adaptive action tendencies wired into each affective change process, as well as the post affective breakthrough affects, i.e., feeling relief, hope, feeling lighter, etc. The adaptive action tendencies and the post-affective
breakthrough affects constitute the second state transformation. Basically the change process has gone through to a positive conclusion.

State Three: The Processing of transformational experience.

What in most therapies is often seen as a natural endpoint of experiential work, i.e., the completion of a round of processing of emotion, is for AEDP the herald of another round of work. In metatherapeutic processing, the focus shifts to the patient’s experience of that transformation. Using alternating waves of (right-brain-mediated) experience and (left-brain-mediated) reflection, here the goal is to integrate the fruits of intense emotional experience into the personality organization. The dyadic affect regulation characteristic of metatherapeutic processing entrains the integrative structures of the brain, i.e., the corpus callosum, the prefrontal cortex (especially the right prefrontal cortex shown to mediate emotionally loaded autobiographical narrative), the insula and the anterior cingulate. These structures have been shown to be adversely affected by trauma, and to play a significant role in the healing from trauma through the coordination of left-brain and right brain aspects of emotional experience. Entraining them through metatherapeutic processing is both a one-brain process and a two-brain process: while the dyad supports the integrative work that takes place within the individual's neural processing, it also supports a dyadic brain-to-brain communication process involving the integrative brain structures of the dyadic partners.

The focus on the experience of healing transformation evokes one or more of the four types of phenomenologically distinct transformational affects (see Figure 1) identified to date: 1. the mastery affects, i.e., pride and joy, that come to the fore when fear and shame respectively are transformed; 2. emotional pain, the transformational
affect associated with the process of mourning-the-self; 3. the tremulous affects, i.e.,
fear/excitement, startle/surprise, curiosity/interest, and a feeling of positive vulnerability,
associated with traversing the crisis of healing change; and 4. the healing affects, i.e.,
gratitude and tenderness toward the other, and feeling moved within oneself in response
to affirming recognition of the self and its transformation, as well as of the role of the
other in the process.

I will briefly zoom in on the healing affects, which emerge in response to
experiences of recognition and affirmation. Phenomenologically distinct, they manifest
qualities of freshness, innocence, openness, purity, clarity, and simplicity. The eyes are
moist and light filled. The tears that patients cry when having these experiences are not
tears of grief, sadness, or fear; they are described by patients as "happy tears," or "truth
tears," or "tears of possibility." They are also marked by an uplifted gaze and somatic
experiences of sensations with an upward sensation, such as "uplift."

The completion of the metaprocessing of the healing affects or any of the
transformational affects is marked by calm, flow and ease. These constitute the third state
transformation and signal the ushering in of the next state. State 4, or core state.

State Four: Core state. In core state, the patient has a subjective sense of “truth”
and a heightened sense of authenticity and vitality; almost always, so does the therapist.
The defining qualities of core state overlap with qualities characteristic of resilient
individuals and also with those cultivated by contemplative and spiritual practices --
wisdom, compassion, self-compassion, generosity, vibrant wellbeing, equanimity,
confidence, creativity, naturalness, enhanced initiative and agency, a sense of the sacred,
more. "As pure awareness pervades the vast interconnectedness of the potential universe
and has nothing further to alight upon, it eventually turns back upon itself. The practice of awareness of awareness sets up a profound shift known as *enlightenment* (p. 390). 38

Core state refers to an altered state of openness and contact, where individuals are in touch with essential aspects of their experience. Experience is intense, deeply felt, unequivocal, and declarative; sensation is heightened, imagery vivid, focus and concentration effortless. Anxiety, shame, guilt or defensiveness are absent. Self-attunement and other-receptivity easily coexist. Mindfulness prevails. In this "state of assurance," the patient contacts a confidence that naturally translates into effective action.

The affective marker for core state is the *truth sense*. The truth sense is a vitality affect whose *felt sense* is an *aesthetic experience of rightness*, the rightness of one’s experience. This is not about being right, but about things that *feel* right, like the calm that obtains when a picture that’s been crooked comes into alignment. There is an internal experience of coherence, of cohesion, of completion, of essence. 12, 44

Through the transformational process, we hope to foster the patient’s greatest degree of experiential contact with emotional truth. Often, the most powerful work can be done when both patient and therapist are in core state (which is not unusual), and therefore fully able to move back and forth between compassion and self-compassion, wisdom and generosity, and True-Self/True-Other relating. One result of being in core state is the capacity to generate a coherent and cohesive autobiographical narrative, the single best predictor of resilience in the face of trauma. 39, 45 Others include the generation of intensely positive states.

IV. Positive Affective Phenomena Associated with Healing: The
Transformational Affects and Core State.

Below is a non-exhaustive list of the phenomena associated with the transformational affects (which William James called the "melting emotions and the tumultuous affects associated with the crisis of healing change") and core state (which William James called the "state of assurance"), organized by dominant quality. Many if not most spiritual practices have specialized terms to refer to similar affective phenomena that emerge as a result of their respective practices.

a. naturalness: ease, flow, well-being, calm
b. energy: centered, relaxed and/or energetic, vital, vibrant
c. clarity, transparency, simplicity, innocence
d. photisms, i.e., phenomena associated with light
e. effectiveness: action, competence, confidence, initiative, agency
f. integrated harmonious functioning and the optimization of mental capacities: integration, flexibility; the coherent and cohesive autobiographical narrative
g. contact and relatedness: openness, connection, I-Thou, True Self-True Other
h. compassion, self-compassion, kindness
i. expansiveness and liberation of the self: creativity, enthusiasm, exuberance, spontaneity, playfulness, generativity
j. generosity
k. faith, hope
l. extreme positive affects: joy, bliss, passion, ecstatic states
m. a sense of the sacred
n. truth, wisdom, essence, knowing: the "truth sense" in AEDP; the "cognition
of ultimate reality”33 in Indo-Tibetan practices.

Descriptive phenomenology can help transcend local differences and explore global effects.5 It is likely that different clusters of emergent positive affective phenomena are manifestations of different neuro-psypo-bio-chemical processes which in turn play a role in different aspects of, for instance, the regulation of the inflammation response,46 recovery rates from breast cancer,26 or stress regulation.15,34,35 It would be interesting explore which different optimization/contemplative practices give rise to which set of clusters, and, in turn, what basic mechanisms, and thus what specific effects, might be associated with each of them. Do, for instance, experiences of hope and faith have different underlying neurotransmitter circuitry than experiences of playfulness, spontaneity, exuberance, and creativity? Do extreme positive affects reflect different bidirectional communication between aspects of the ANS and the CNS,27 than do states where kindness and compassion are in the forefront? Might one or the other have a differential impact on plasticity?30 And if so, are the respective roles they play in recovery and optimization different?

For instance, certain aspects of core state -- calm, social engagement, attunement and relatedness-- suggest its mediation by the newest branch of the parasympathetic system, the myelinated or ventral vagus.27 This certainly links emotion based therapies to other optimization practices such as meditation, and relaxation therapies, which have been shown to have powerful effects on many different aspects of health and rejuvenation.5,46 However, given the intimate link between the central nervous system and the immune system,27,46 we can also wonder if the systematic emergence of affective phenomena that suggest ventral vagal mediation might not have an impact on the immune
system, specifically via as an inhibitory effect on inflammation. While this is speculative, it is only one of a myriad of possibilities of exploring the effect of specific positive transformational affective phenomena as reflecting specific underlying mechanisms involved in producing different desired effects in the realms of health, plasticity and longevity. The positive affective phenomena that are the emergent properties of the experiential exploration of the experiences of emotion and transformation might very well be an aspect of the "systemic signaling" that Bushell et al. hypothesize to be the link between the modulation or modification of tissue regeneration (to take a specific area of action) and optimization practices.

Conclusion

Positive affective phenomena and states are the phenomenological expression of processes that underlie optimal adaptation, resilience, plasticity, immune function, subjective well-being, and longevity. Furthermore positive affects and affective states themselves have been shown to play a vital role in the fostering of health, longevity and well-being and to be key components of the cascading processes that characterize flourishing. AEDP links the opposing realms of languishing and flourishing in one fell swoop: through the methodologies of dyadic affect regulation, experiential processing of experience to completion, and the metaprocessing of transformational experience, the suffering that brings individual to therapy is transformed, giving rise to emergent transformational affects and core state phenomena.

Through harnessing processes marked by and leading to positive affective phenomena and states, with their cascading benefits, Indo-Tibetan practices and AEDP recruit new capacities that open new horizons usually available only to the fortunately
resilient individuals studied by Fredrickson and her colleagues (whose resilience is due to fortunes of nature, i.e., temperamental endowment, and/or of nurture, i.e., being the recipient of security-engendering caregiving). AEDP seeks to make those capacities and cascading allostatic lift phenomena also the province of those whose mental suffering has had them in the grip of allostatic drag. Its transformational practices paradoxically aim to activate what was there all along: the natural adaptive wired in dispositional tendencies toward healing and self-righting residing in each person. In this way we can say that AEDP's way to heal mental suffering is through helping people access and entrain the therapeutic equivalent of what in Tibetan Buddhism is called "the Buddha within."
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The 4 States and 3 State Transformations of the Transformational Process

**STATE 1: STRESS, DISTRESS, and SYMPTOMS**
Defenses: dysregulated affects; inhibiting affects (e.g., anxiety, shame)
- FIRST STATE TRANSFORMATION
  - Co-creating safety
- TRANSITIONAL AFFECTS:
  - HERALDING AFFECTS: Glimmers of core affective experience
  - GREEN SIGNAL AFFECTS: Announcing openness to experience, signaling safety, readiness to shift

**STATE 2: THE PROCESSING OF CORE AFFECTIVE EXPERIENCE**
Categorical emotions; coordinated relational experiences; intersubjective experiences of pleasure; authentic self-states; embodied ego states and their associated emotions.
- SECOND STATE TRANSFORMATION
  - The emergence of resilience
- ADAPTIVE ACTION TENDENCIES
  - POST-BREAKTHROUGH AFFECTS: Relief, hope, feeling stronger, lighter, etc

**STATE 3: THE METAPROCESSING OF TRANSFORMATIONAL EXPERIENCE**
The Transformational Affects
- The mastery affects (e.g., pride, joy); the mourning-the-self affects (emotional pain); the healing affects associated with recognition and affirmation (gratitude, tenderness, feeling moved); the tremulous affects associated with the experience of quantum change
- THIRD STATE TRANSFORMATION
  - The co-engendering of secure attachment and the positive valuation of the self
  - Calm, flow, ease

**STATE 4: CORE STATE and The Truth Sense**
Openness, compassion and self-compassion, wisdom, generosity, kindness; clarity; the sense of things feeling "right;" capacity to construct coherent and cohesive autobiographical narrative
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